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MORRISON CELEBRATES
LEADERSHIP COACHING

TWENTY YEARS

A necessary tool for your organization’s
long-term success, leadership coaching is
a growing approach to team development

Surrounded by clients and colleagues who

Founder and Principal Brent Morrison,

and offers many benefits for long-term

have supported us for the past twenty

Morrison Managing Principal Toni Scott,

success.

years, the Morrison team was honored

and Morrison Principal Ana Klein shared

to celebrate our 20th anniversary in June

memories of Morrison’s client engagements,

and commemorate two successful decades

with special thanks to Sunsweet Growers

in business.

Inc. for being a client who has been with

Sharing

in

appetizers

and

cocktails

featuring our beloved clients—including
among others Blue Diamond Growers,
Stepladder Creamery, Five Marys Farms,
Almendra

Winery

and

Distillery,

and

Mooney Farms—more than 150 guests
joined our team to recount highlights of

GETTING TO KNOW ANA KLEIN
Learn more about Ana Klein, Morrison’s

the past 20 years and to look forward to
the future of the company.

us since day one! The team also recognized
the incredible growth of Morrison the
last several years (now boasting 16 team
members and counting!) and shared the
company’s plans for the future, which
includes a new 5,000+ square foot office
space to accommodate our growing team
and clientele (pictured above).

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

newest Principal, leading our Business and
Accounting Advisory practice line.

CLIENT CORNER
There is always something new happening,
so catch up on the latest news from our
clients and colleagues!
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MORRISON CELEBRATES 20 YEARS, CONTINUED

One of the most enjoyable points of the
celebration was surprising Brent with a
video

featuring

friends

and

colleagues

that have been an important part of the
Morrison journey. Among others, Karen
Ross, California Department of Food and
Agriculture Secretary of Agriculture; Karissa
Kruse, President of the Sonoma County
Winegrowers; and Gabe Olmos, President of
Ventura Pacific Company, shared the impact
Morrison has had on the organizations it
serves (see photo at the bottom left).
Morrison

was

event

Congressman

by

also

recognized
Doug

at

the

LaMalfa’s

Office, California Assemblymember James
Gallagher’s

Office,

and

California

State

Senator Jim Nielsen’s office.
The entire Morrison team is overjoyed to
have shared in this incredible milestone for
the business and we look forward to what
the next two decades may hold for our firm!

